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Core Values
»» Teamwork – partnering with others collaboratively to achieve expectations and more
»» Sense of Urgency – awareness that things are needed to be done and not waiting for a
situation wherein it has to be told to be done urgently

»» Integrity – taking accountability for actions; doing the right thing all the time
»» Concern – exercising commitment and full ownership of work being done knowing full well
the impact it has on others

Service excellence

made simple

About Us
FishR.net Consulting and Management Corporation (FCMC) is an applications management and consulting firm that

Mission
Trusted service provider of best in class information technology resources
and solutions to partner customers in their journey towards their business
innovation and process improvement.

Vision

delivers high-impact and results-driven services. FCMC incorporates expediency proficiency in delivering solutions

To be the primary choice of companies for their consultancy needs by

that suit the demands of companies, simplifying otherwise complicated technology driven projects with its in-depth

providing swift, reliable and cost-effective services while at the same time

expertise on best business practices in the global industry.

providing top talent and fit for purpose solutions.

Backed by more than twenty years of experience in the fields of Information Technology, Human Capital Management,
Business Management Strategy, and Systems Implementation. FCMC commits to partnering with its clients to deliver
excellent and efficient functional and technical service expertise.
Through its solid base of dedicated, highly skilled, and experienced IT professionals, FCMC is able to provide swift,
reliable, and cost-effective service for the following areas:

Background

Enterprise Resource Planning

Business Reporting

In 2012, as an offshoot of a marketing institution deeply embedded in the industrial,

»» Implementation and post-implementation support

»» Data warehouse and storage design

electronics and communications industries, FCMC was established upon seeing

»» Audit and optimization

»» Business logic formulation and publication

Application development,
maintenance, and support
services

a gap in the service industry for a more targeted, fit for purpose approach to
companies’ application consultancy needs. FCMC differentiates itself from other

»» Overall assurance and support

providers through individualized methodologies, leveraging on our solution

Project Management and Training

and industry expertise while balancing each client’s unique requirements.
That sense of purpose and mission has always been and remains part
of FCMC’s core. Years after, our clients have become valued partners
as we continue to help them get more out of their investment and

The synthesis of having the best people and industry knowledge embedded within the organization allows FCMC to

continue to grow their businesses through process innovation and

strategically plan for value-driven solutions. With their client-focused approach and leveraging on technologies, FCMC

improvement.

is a valued partner in growing profitable businesses with robust processes and maximized investments.

Our Services
Connected harmoniously at
any given rhythm

Reliable resolutions and quick
response times

Staff Augmentation
FCMC partners with the client to target specific business needs and provide the most qualified and reliable consultants
with the required level of competency to accelerate deliverables; ensuring the seamless and harmonious integration
of these talents into the organization’s own and producing a well-conducted project performance. Risks are minimized
due to the increased capacity of both manpower and skills, guaranteeing that the business is in synch with whatever

Enhanced Support and
Application Management Services

changes in the business setting.

IT Business Strategy

The shifting demands of the consumer landscape requires businesses to constantly be ahead of the competition
and FCMC can help clients by managing and monitoring their systems and applications, keeping it in good running

With the depth of business and system experience both on the

condition thus allowing them to focus on driving their businesses forward. Providing the expertise and tools necessary

functional and technical fronts, FCMC’s pool of SAP experts understand

to develop a service model adaptable to the client’s needs and objectives, FCMC guarantees reliable resolutions and

current technological trends and industry best practices, enabling them

continuous improvements resulting to superior system performance and improved user experience.

to do deep dive analysis of the client’s requirements, providing better
insights on the optimal usage of their SAP technology. FCMC helps

Application Development
Gaining competitive advantage in the market place
requires innovation and agility on how enterprises

Gain the luxury of precision
and consistency

are run and how technology is used to drive the
business. Through the use of established frameworks,
methodologies
delivers

and

solution

quality applications

expertise,
that

FCMC

capitalize

on

existing or upcoming technologies, precise to the
client’s requirements while remaining adaptable
enough to transforming business needs. The result
is the realization of the client’s vision, increased
productivity and a lasting technology partnership.

Go for a deep-dive
perspective

clients explore the possibilities available within their organization and
within SAP.

Consulting Services
Adapting to the waves of change in the corporate environment
requires strong balancing between resources and technology.
FCMC’s change expertise optimizes these resources and assets
to deploy solutions that enable companies to streamline and
automate processes. FCMC leverages on proven methodologies
and assures rapid solution implementation designed and
configured to support critical business needs, allowing clients
to operate at maximum capacity and achieve utmost business
benefit out of technological investments.

Perform strong
maneuvers in crucial
conditions

Technologies
Web Applications

Mobile Applications

»» Client Side (UI)

»» React Native

○○ HTML
○○ CSS
○○ Bootstrap
○○ FluentUI
»» Client Side (Scripting)
○○ VanillaJS
○○ ReactJS
○○ Angular

Bringing companies

○○ jQuery

solutions that fit

»» Server Side
○○ Node.js
○○ C#
○○ Java
○○ Python

FCMC focuses on improving enterprises through tailored and accessible applications that work the way the business
requires. From highly functional SAP® Business Suite solutions for enterprise-wide process management to Microsoft

○○ PHP
○○ Ruby on Rails

solutions for customized applications, FCMC helps clients to get the most out of their technological investments by
offering a full range of business management services.
FCMC provides end to end application services that run on the following platforms:

SAP Functional

Microsoft
»» C#
»» ASP.NET

»» FI-CO, MM, SD, PP, WM, QM
RE-FX, PS, PM, LE, IM, HR

»» ASP.NET MVC

SAP Technical

»» Visual Basic.NET / WCF

»» ABAP, Basis

SAP Business Intelligence
SAP Business Objects

»» ASP.NET Core

»» SQL

»» Swift
»» Objective-C
»» Kotlin
»» Xamarin (C#)
»» Java
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